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Flapping in English
Bert Vaux, Harvard University
LSA, Chicago, January 7, 2000

English flapping1, as in the word butter, is often cited in introductory linguistics contexts as a
simple rule that produces allophones in clear-cut phonological environments.  For example,
Akmajian et al. (1984) state that flapping applies to intervocalic /t/ when the preceding vowel is
stressed; see (8). However, phonologists cannot agree on the conditions under which flapping
applies, nor on the segments that it targets. As you can see in (1-7), there is also contention
regarding whether word and phrasal flapping are one process or two (1), what syntactic,
prosodic, and pragmatic factors can interfere with flapping (2), whether flapping produces one,
two, three, four, or gradient outputs (3), what their phonetic and phonological properties are (4),
why flapping happens (5), how it interacts with other processes (6), and whether it is phonetic or
phonological (7).

(1) word-level vs. phrasal flapping
single process Egido and Cooper 1980, Parker and Walsh 1982, Selkirk 1982, Wells 1982,

Picard 1984, Nespor and Vogel 1986, Churma 1990, Harris 1994
two processes Monnot and Freeman 1972, Bell 1977:350

(2) Suggested interfering factors
syntactic S boundaries and deletion sites (Egido and Cooper 1980, refuted by Parker and

Walsh 1982)
prosodic Liberman and Prince 1977; Final Intonation Contour, stress pattern, material to

left of flapping site (Parker and Walsh 1982); Foot boundary (Kiparsky 1979);
Prosodic Utterance boundary (Nespor and Vogel 1986), contrastive stress (de
Jong 1998)

pragmatic rate of speech (Parker and Walsh 1982), gender and social class (Holmes 1994),
length of word, degree of fluency (Lee 1998)

(3) Outputs of flapping
d Bloomfield 1933, Twaddell 1935
R Joos 1942, Oswald 1943, Lehmann 1953, McDavid 1966, Egido and Cooper 1980,

Parker and Walsh 1982, Nespor and Vogel 1986, etc.
R, R8 Trager and Smith 1951, Kenyon 1958
R, R) Trager 1942, Picard 1984
R, R8, R) Wells 1982, Churma 1990
short flap, short flap with burst, long flap, long flap without burst (Zue and Laferriere 1979)
continuum Haugen 1938, Umeda 1977, Zue and Laferriere 1979, Stone and Hamlet 1982, Turk

1992

                                                
1 I follow de Jong’s reasoning (1998:284) in referring to the process as flapping rather than
tapping.
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(4) Suggested phonetic and phonological properties of the flap
• [+approximant] (Stampe 1973)
• [+release] (Selkirk 1982, Churma 1990)
• [+lax] (Kiparsky 1979)
• R (= [coronal]), unspecified for ? (= [stop]) and h (= [+spread glottis]) Harris 1994
• reduced duration (Zue and Laferriere 1979)
• small jaw movements, smaller areas of linguo-palatal contact, more posterior position

(Stone and Hamlet 1982)
• low jaw position (Macchi 1985, Fujimura 1986; refuted by de Jong 1998)
• lower and more posterior tongue body position (de Jong 1998)

(5) Causes of flapping
• jaw lowering in unstressed syllable and between vowels (Macchi 1985)
• coarticulation with lowered jaw gesture of unstressed vowel (de Jong, Beckman, and

Edwards 1993)
• Complexity Condition on governed Coda consonants constrains set of segments that can

precede flap (Harris 1994:219)

(6) Interaction of flapping with other phonological (and syntactic) processes
i. Canadian Raising (Joos 1942, Chomsky 1964, etc.)
ii. aspiration (Kiparsky 1979, Selkirk 1982, Churma 1990, Harris 1994, Silverman 1998)
iii. adverb fronting, contrastive stress (Parker and Walsh 1982)

(7) flapping is phonetic Umeda 1977, Stone and Hamlet 1982, Turk 1992, de Jong 1998
flapping is phonological Joos 1942, Chomsky 1964, Kiparsky 1979, etc.

I follow most researchers who have dealt with flapping in assuming that it is a phonological
process. This position is supported by a number of facts:

1. Native speakers have clear intuitions in most cases about when flapping does and does not
apply.

2. This correlates with the fact that there are clear categorical phonetic differences between
flaps and stops, as de Jong (1998:305) has shown.

3. Flapping shows clear phonological conditioning, as shown in the contrast between twenty
and ninety, which I discuss later.

4. Flapping is sensitive to different levels of phonological stress.
5. It has been suggested that in some dialects at least flapping can be ordered before other

phonological rules (Joos 1942, Chomsky 1964).

In this talk I focus on the phonological conditions under which flapping applies. The data are
drawn from my own idiolect, which does not appear to deviate from American norms with
respect to flapping.

As I mentioned earlier, the conditions under which flapping applies are generally
considered to be straightforward, but there is no consensus in the literature regarding what these
conditions actually are. Malecot and Lloyd (1968) and others modify the analysis in (8) with the
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correct observation that d also undergoes flapping, as in (9). The flapping of d is also missed by
Bloomfield 1933, Twaddell 1935, and the analyses in (11), (12), (16), and (23) through (25).

Haugen 1938 first noticed that certain consonants can immediately precede the flapped
consonant. The analyses in (10) include r, l, and n in this set. R can certainly occur in this
environment, in words like party, a fact that is missed by analyses (8) and (9). Flapping after l, as
in filter, is highly ungrammatical in standard American English, which is not accounted for by
analyses (10), (15-17), (19), (22), and (24). Flapping after n does occur, but not in the words like
winter that are normally cited as examples. Words of this type actually involve a flapped n, as
noted correctly by Trager 1942, Trager and Smith 1951, Stampe 1973, Wells 1982, Picard 1984,
and Churma 1990. Flapping of t after n occurs in a limited set of words including seventy and
ninety, to which I’ll return later. Note that none of the analyses in (8-25) account for the attested
range of behaviors of -nt- sequences.

Some of the analyses go too far in allowing consonants to precede the flap: (15) allows
any sonorant, which incorrectly includes m (Sumter) and ng (Washington); (16) allows t to flap
after any consonant with which it can form a complex coda, which wrongly predicts flapping in
words like actor and musty; and (19) and (23) allow t and d to flap after any legitimate coda
sequence, which wrongly includes words like Sumter, Washington, Baxter, arctic, and so on.

Analyses (8), (9), and partially (24) require that the vowel preceding the flap be stressed;
this is disproved by forms such as divinity, liberty, and monitor, as most other analyses note.
Analyses (8-10), (13), (14), (19), (24), and (25) require the following vowel to be unstressed, but
this fails to account for phrasal flapping, which allows a stressed vowel after the flap, as in at all.

Several analyses notice that this following vowel can also be a syllabic sonorant, but
again they differ on which segments are included in this set. The correct set is l, m, r, as in bottle,
bottom, butter; syllabic n, as in button, is not included for most speakers. The only analysis that
identifies this set properly is Churma 1990:48.

Finally, most of the analyses cited wrongly predict flapping in words like
Medi[th]erranean. Analyses (12), (18), and (20-22) account for words of this type by requiring
that the segment targeted by flapping be foot-medial, and assuming (somewhat problematically)
that the t in Mediterranean begins a foot, as shown in (26). The foot-medial requirement poses
problems for phrasal flapping cases like at all, which Selkirk 1982 avoids by syllabifying the
flap in the preceding coda. As Churma points out, though, this strategy does not account for the
fact that t is optionally aspirated in these cases. In foot-driven accounts like Kiparsky 1979 and
Selkirk 1982, voiceless stops become aspirated in foot-initial position; if the t in at all has to be
in foot-final position to undergo flapping, then it cannot also be in foot-initial position to
optionally undergo aspiration.

This optional aspiration is also a problem for analyses like Kahn 1976, which maintain
that t flaps when ambisyllabic. By the same reasoning as before, if the t is ambisyllabic it should
not undergo aspiration.

Both Selkirk’s coda flapping and Kahn’s ambisyllabic flapping have trouble explaining
exactly when prevocalic segments are assigned to the preceding syllable. If this happens when
the preceding vowel is stressed and the following vowel is unstressed, as is commonly assumed,
then we cannot explain the flapping in divinity, monitor, and so on, where the preceding vowel is
not stressed. If we allow for these cases by relaxing syllabification into the coda to occur after
unstressed vowels as well, then we predict incorrectly that the t in Mediterranean should flap,
which returns us to the dilemma that led us to postulate that foot structure was involved in the
first place.
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In the analysis I propose here, these problems do not arise because there is no
resyllabification. The t in at all therefore remains syllabified as the coda of the word to which it
belongs, and hence undergoes flapping. When flapping optionally does not apply, the t is
assigned aspiration, which is the elsewhere case in voiceless stops, as I argued for independent
reasons elsewhere (1996).

Previous analyses of flapping
(8) t → [R] / V´ _ V (Trager 1942, Akmajian et al. 1984, Bauer 1986:228, Bowen 1989)
(9) t, d → [R] / V´ _ V (Malecot and Lloyd 1968:264, O’Grady et al. 1993:83, Fromkin and

Rodman 1998:290)
(10) t, (d) → [R] / V(r,l,n)_V (Haugen 1938, Kenyon 1940)
(11) t → [R] / [-cons] {_ [+syll, -stress]}σ; [-cons] includes r, n (before t), l (less readily)

(Kahn 1976:57-8); following vowel can be stressed across word boundary (31)
(12) voiceless stop → [+lax] / Ø [ …[-cons] _ … ] Ø (i.e. in same foot); [+lax] t → [+voice] /

in weak prosodic position (Kiparsky 1979)
(13) t, d → [R] / [V, αstress] (r, n) _ (#) [V, βstress], α ≥ β  (Egido and Cooper 1980:76)
(14) t, d → [R] / [V, αstress, -FIC] (r) _ (#) [V, βstress], α ≥ β  (Parker and Walsh 1982:308)
(15) t, d → [R8], [R] / sonorant _ {V, l8, ||}; [tap] → [+voice] / _ V; t → Ø / 'Vn _ V (Wells

1982:248)
(16) [+release] t → [˜] in coda (Selkirk 1982)
(17) [+cons, +cor, αnas] → [+son, +voi, +cont, - lat, αnas] / [-cons] {$_V[-stress]; _$V}; t, [-asp]

→ Ø / n _ V; [-cons] includes glides, r, l (Picard 1984:56)
(18) [+alv, -cont, +short, +released] → [+approximant] / [-constriction] _; [-cont, +alv,

+approx] → [+voice] / _ [+voice] (Churma 1990:49)
(19) t, d → [R] / word-internal unstressed syllable-initially (Rogers 1991, Silverman 1998:426)
(20) t, d → [R] / […-cons] _ V…]U (can be suppressed word-internally in certain situations)

(Nespor and Vogel 1986)
(21) t → [R] / V (r) _ {V[-stress], # V} within foot (Harris 1994)
(22) t, d → R / [...[+son]       V...]Σ  (Spencer 1996.231-2)
(23) t → [R] when it begins an unstressed syllable; t, d → [˜] / _ # V (Beckman and Elam

1997)
(24) t → [R] / (categorical) V’_V, (less mandatory) V_V, V’l/n/r_V, V’_ l8 (Lee 1998:133)
(25) t → [R] / [-cons] _ [-cons, -stress] (Roca and Johnson 1999)

(26) [Medi][te][rranean]

To summarize the descriptive facts thus far, flapping applies to alveolar stops:

(27) descriptive generalization thus far: flapping applies to alveolar stops
• after a sonorant other than l, m, or N, but with restrictions on n;
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• before an unstressed vowel within words2, or before any vowel across a word boundary;
• when not in foot-initial position.

No existing analysis of flapping accounts for all of the facts adduced thus far. The closest
approximation is Churma 1990, which achieves relative descriptive success at the cost of
postulating a host of new phonological features including [alveolar], [short], [released], and
[constriction].  Churma’s account also falls short in its suggestion that “/t/ may flap if, counting
from the last preceding stressed syllable, it is in an odd-numbered syllable” (1990:51), implying
that stress contours are implicated in flapping. Since the role of stress is not made clear, and
since the generalization fails to account for words like monitor and humanity, I will not consider
it further here.

I’d like to conclude by looking at three aspects of flapping that are not touched on by any
of the analyses considered here: cyclicity, optionality, and the behavior of nt clusters.

Cyclicity
Withgott 1982 noticed contrasts of the sort in (28):

(28) flapping no flapping
capitalistic militaristic
alphabetization spirantization

A pair such as capitalistic : militaristic appears on the surface to have the same stress contours,
yet capitalistic undergoes flapping while militaristic does not. This seems to be related to the
morphological structure of these words, which derive from capital and military respectively.
Note that the t in military is followed by a secondary stress, whereas the t in capital is followed
by an unstressed vowel. If these stress contours are maintained when further suffixes are added,
we can account for the distinction in flapping behavior: the t in capitalistic flaps because it is
followed by an unstressed vowel, whereas the t in militaristic does not flap, because it is
followed by a stressed vowel. Note that this analysis crucially relies on an abstract treatment of
cyclically-derived stress contours, which are not immediately observable in the surface form. It
is also interesting to note that, like instrumentality, solidification, and so on, militaristic does not
conform to the expectation that cyclic stress assignment should wipe out the metrical structure
assigned in earlier cycles.

Now consider the contrast between alphabetization, which undergoes flapping, and
spirantization, which does not. For reasons we’ll see later, spirantization does not meet the
conditions for t-deletion, which feeds n-flapping in forms like winter. Why then does the t not
flap, as it does in seventy and carpenter? Presumably because the following i bears a tertiary
stress, a relic of the secondary stress on the last syllable of spirantize, from which it is derived.
Why then isn’t flapping blocked in alphabetization for the same reasons? The reason seems to be
that the preceding e bears a secondary stress, which is greater than the tertiary stress on the
following i.  Facts of this type support Egido and Cooper’s 1980 independently-motivated

                                                
2 Churma 1990 states that d and n can optionally flap word-internally before stressed vowels as
well, but further evidence will be required to substantiate this claim. Churma states furthermore
that word-internal flapping occurs before a stressed vowel in elitism, but it is not entirely clear
that the final vowel is in fact stressed. I discuss this form further below.
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generalization that the level of stress on the preceding vowel must be greater than or equal to that
of the following vowel in order for flapping to apply. Phrases like she hit Alex suggest that this
generalization does not extend to phrasal stress, however.

Optionality
The next important point about flapping is that it is not simply on or off, as one might expect.
Nor is it simply optional, as stated by Bowen 1989 and Spencer 1996, or optional in a gradient
sociolinguistically-determined way, as suggested by Lee 1998. Rather, flapping is mandatory in
some phonological contexts, optional in others, and forbidden in others. On the basis of my
judgements in (29), I suggest that flapping is mandatory when preceded by a primary or
secondary stress, and optional otherwise.

(29) mandatory butter, innovative, elitism
optional sedative, imaginative, nominative
[th] spirantization

Another interesting aspect of optionality involves multiple targets within the same word, as in
Continental. If a rule is optional and applies directionally within a word, we should expect it to
be possible in a given utterance for one target to undergo the rule, and for another to not undergo
it: Co[N]inental or Contine[N]al, for example. In an output-based theory, on the other hand,
sequential optionality of this sort should not be possible.

NT clusters
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of flapping involves nt clusters. As you can see in (30), nt
sequences that seemingly meet the conditions for flapping show three distinct outcomes. We
have already discussed (30c); this leaves the forms in (30a) where we find a nasal flap, and
(30b), where we have a nasal followed by a voiced flap.

(30) nt clusters
a. R‚ winter, hunter, twenty, bounty, county (*twen[R]y)
b. R seventy, ninety, carpenter
c. th spirantization

The forms in (30b) can also surface with a nasal flap in very fast speech, especially with
compound numerals such as ninety-nine. On the other hand, the forms in (30a) can not surface
with a nasal+flap sequence, as in *twen[R]y.

Many scholars have stated that (30a) is the direct result of flapping the t after the n: the t
flaps as expected, and the nasal segment is realized as nasalization either on the flap or on the
preceding vowel (Stampe 1973, Wells 1982). Picard 1984 argues against this position on
phonetic grounds, and the forms in (30b) show that it is phonologically incorrect as well.

The treatment in (30a) must therefore involve t deletion followed by n flapping, as
suggested by Trager 1942, Wells 1982, and Picard 1984. Wells (1982:251) formulates this rule
for Southern American English as in (31), but it holds equally well for many other varieties. The
rule states that prevocalic t deletes after n preceded by a stressed vowel.

(31) t → Ø / »Vn_V
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Ordering rule (31) before flapping produces the desired forms in (30a). Note that the stress
condition accounts for the failure of t-deletion to apply in spirantization.

We are now left with the challenge of accounting for (30b); of particular interest is the
minimal contrast between ninety in (30b) and twenty in (30a), because seventy and carpenter
behave as expected given rule (31). When I have presented these data on previous occasions,
audience members have suggested that the reason twenty undergoes t-deletion and ninety does
not is that twenty is more frequent than ninety. This hypothesis fails to explain the behavior of
less frequent words like bounty. I suggest that rule (31) is cyclic, and the decade suffix -ty is non-
cyclic3. If this is the case, we predict that (31) should not apply to ninety, because the suffix is
not visible at the stage in the derivation where it applies. The reason that t-deletion does apply to
twenty is that twen- is a bound morpheme, and by hypothesis twenty is therefore stored as one
entry in the lexicon. It is interesting in this context to consider how one would pronounce
hypothetical decades formed from other numbers, such as ??onety and ??eleventy; my intuition is
that they pattern with ninety rather than twenty.

Conclusion
In conclusion, I have suggested that flapping consists of the suite of rules summarized in (32),
which are subject to the conditions in (33).

(32) analysis
i. glottal insertion Ø → / / t _ n ̀(provided t isn’t preceded by m or N)
ii. t-deletion t → Ø /  »Vn _ [-cons, +son] (= (31))
iii. flapping [+cor, +ant, -dist, -cont]→ [R] / [lingual4, +son, -lat] _ [-cons, +son, -stress]5

(33) conditions:
• Flapping is non-cyclic. (It applies in non-derived contexts (butter), and is triggered by non-

cyclic suffixes (waiting).)
• The stress level of the following vowel must be equal to or less than that of the preceding

vowel (Egido and Cooper 1980).
• Flapping is mandatory when preceded by a primary or secondary stress, and optional

otherwise.
• Flapping does not apply in foot-initial position (Kiparsky 1979).
• Resyllabification does not occur across word boundaries in phrases like at all.
• t-deletion is cyclic.

                                                
3 A potential problem with this analysis is the common belief that the Derived Environment
Condition prevents cyclic rules from applying to underived bases. If this is true, t-deletion should
not be able to apply to underived words like bounty if it is cyclic. However, the validity of the
DEC remains to be proven.
4 Lingual includes [coronal] and [dorsal] (Clements and Hume 1995). The inclusion of this node
is necessary to exclude m; N is excluded by assuming that it is an /ng/ sequence at this stage in
the derivation.
5 The [-stress] requirement does not hold over dialects like Australian, which has forms such as
fourteen [fç˘»R´jn]. (Cf. also Sivertson 1960:109 for Cockney.)
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• the decade suffix –ty is non-cyclic.
• Bound morphemes are stored together with their hosts in the lexicon.
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Selkirk 1982 1) unstressed onset resyllabifies into stressed coda; 2) syll-final oral stop → [+rel] / _V; 3) t, [+rel] →
D in coda (Selkirk 1982)
+ avoids ambisyllabicity (proper bracketing) and extrinsic rule ordering
- ad hoc release feature
- requires C/pause conjunction (Coda notion is already used up)
-resyllabification produces VC.V

• Churma: contrast elitism : magnetism; Churma—2 different suffixes; BV: may be the mandatory flapping after
stressed V; maybe this is also why Nutella sounds bad with aspirated t, unless the u is very reduced

• contrast Annie : Auntie, runner : hunter (the tongue position is slightly different)
• for many speakers (but not me) the t in hunter must be aspirated
• I suggest instead that the failure of t-deletion in ninety is a uniform exponence effect: t-deletion is blocked

because its application would produce a mismatch between the base form nine, which has an n, and the related
form ninety, which would have a flapped n if rule (31) applied.

• NB constraint on m and ng may support Selkirk’s coda analysis
• I have trouble deciding whether to flap or aspirate the t in Nutella; the following stressed vowel requires

aspiration, but the preceding stressed vowel requires flapping. I only find aspiration acceptable if I reduce the
caret to schwa; with a full stressed caret, neither option sounds particularly good.


